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Candidly, I don’t have the time right now to be writing an article that most in the West would ignore or 

repudiate. I wrote this piece, however, for the staff of WND with whom I have consulted over the years. 

WND is one of the few news organizations in America that is interested in truth, and unconcerned with 

the consequences of reporting it. I admire that, and so should you. Few news organizations remain that are 

not just inundating us with misinformation and propaganda. But I digress. 

We are at the precipice of war, and this is a call to action. While it might not come tomorrow, the threat 

does grow by the day as conflict between the largest and most powerful nation states becomes inevitable, 

driven by the impending implosion of the empire of debt accumulated by Western democracies, and by 

the yearning of Russia and China (and their surrogates) to escape the constraints of almost 70 years of 

American hegemony. 

I am not talking about another one-sided skirmish in the desert, but rather a real war, where satellites fall 

from the sky, ships sink, supply chains are disrupted and there is a loss of life not seen since the last 

century; a war of such a magnitude that few Westerners alive today can comprehend it. Such a war will 

alter the world as we know it. And, reading the tea leaves, it seems there is little we could do now to stop 

it. At this stage, all that is missing is the spark that ignites the inferno. It might come tomorrow, it might 

delay a while longer. We can prepare, but preparation takes years and years, and requires a threshold level 

of certainty that the threat exists, that it merits attention, that it demands action. 

Why do our kids’ novels and movies (“Hunger Games,” “Divergent”) assume a game-changing war, but 

writers and talking heads on our mainstream news sites and channels serve up mindless banter about the 

Kardashians, the climate, Twitter trends and gender engineering? Even thinking Americans have traded 

serious conversation about geopolitics for Facebook page updates, thereby providing every intelligence 

organization on the planet the opportunity to further profile them. We are sinking further and further into 

blind ignorance about how the world really works, even as we strengthen the powers threatening us. 

Are you still with me? Then read on. You need to reprioritize your life today and start fulfilling the most 

important obligation you have to your family aside from serving God. It’s not your next vacation, a new 

car, or a club membership that I am talking about. No. It is the need to protect and provide for your family 

in a conflict situation where the supply chain no longer works. Do you think your wealth will protect you? 

Or that ready access to modern aircraft will make a difference? Or maybe you are fortunate enough to 

own a second home, or even a boat? I am sorry to say that these luxuries will prove all but useless when 

the coming storm arrives. 

If you question my advice, then tell me, why did Mr. Jamie Dimon buy an island? Or why does Hank 

Paulson actually live on one? Or what about James Cameron, who up and moved to New Zealand? Or the 

thousands of bankers and hedge fund managers that have sought safety in havens throughout the 

Caribbean, and in Central and South America? Oh, you didn’t know about that? Or maybe you are having 

trouble placing those names? Well, Mr. Dimon is the current chairman and CEO of J.P. Morgan/Chase 

Bank. Mr. Paulson was the chairman of Goldman Sachs, before becoming the U.S. secretary of the 

Treasury. And Mr. Cameron is the director and creative genius behind the movie “Avatar,” among others 

– which made him a billion dollars or so. But don’t be envious. Based on my experience building havens, 

Mr. Dimon and Mr. Cameron overlooked some serious geopolitical threats during their haven selection 

process, and this is despite their huge resources, connections and intuition about where the world is going. 

In my opinion, Mr. Paulson made a wiser choice to stay in North America, and so have hundreds of 

others. 
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Let me explain further. You see, each of these very smart and successful people understands that the 

political leadership of our nation, irrespective of party affiliation, are as much in denial regarding the 

threats we face as they are wholly unprepared and ill-equipped to make the hard financial decisions that 

are essential to preserving our way of life. They recognize that we are steaming right along, business as 

usual, such that virtually every governmental action is partisan and is made without restraint or 

consequence, and that the population remains blissfully ignorant as to how this inability to change 

direction tightens the proverbial financial noose around our necks. Think about it – how many times have 

you heard a politician or member of the media comment about the size of our national debt and how our 

path is unsustainable? Yet nothing changes. 

While it sounds like a joke, ask yourself, what is the difference financially between Greece and the United 

States? In many ways, very little. Both nations are …  
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